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Assignment for Commerce 2nd semester batch 2019 and backlog students of
batch 2016/2017/2018

Course title

: Business mathematics and statistics

Course code : COM216C4
Assignment code : 216BS2020
E-mail to (for evaluation and records): ajazmandoo17commerce@gmail.com

Maximum mark: 100
Attempt all the questions

1. Explain square matrix and its properties.
2. (a) Suppose that $ 10000 are placed in the saving account of a bank at 5% interest rate
per annum .how much shall it grows at the end of six years .
(b) Compound interest is always higher than simple interest? Do u agree? Support
your answer with example.
3. (a) Explain main properties of regression coefficient and Karl Pearson’s correlation
coefficient.
(b) Explain the regression line y on x, y=a+bx in your own words
4. Discuss the various components of a time series. Can we associate lockdown period
and covid- 19 disease to its components?

5. Discuss laspeyre’s, paasche’s and fisher’s price index number. Which of the three
would you prefer and why.

Course title

: Business law

Course code : COM216C3
Assignment code : 216BL2020
E-mail to (for evaluation): wfizafahed@gmail.com
E-mail to (for records )

: ajazmandoo17commerce@gmail.com
Maximum mark: 100

Attempt all the questions

1. Mr. Arhan, a businessman sold the goodwill of his trade to Mr. Farhan. Both of them
agreed that Mr. Arhan will not practice the same trade for 3 years and also that Mr.
Arhan will not carry on any business competing in any way with the business of Mr.
Farhan. Is the agreement enforceable? Explain.

2. Mr. Fahed borrowed Rs. 150000 from j&k bank and deposited some ornaments with
the bank as security for loan. Mr. Fahed repaid this loan along with interest. But he
was still indebted to the bank for some other loan taken earlier. Can J&K bank retain
Mr. Fahed's ornaments. Comment and Give strong reasons for your argument .

3. Explain sale and distinguish it from agreement to sell under the sale of goods act.

4. What is meant by registration of a firm? State the procedure of registration of a firm,
and the effects of non-registration.

5. What are different kinds of crossing? State the difference between a general and
special.

